You’re invited to make a difference.

Communify Champions
Make a real and lasting difference in your community
by becoming a Communify Champion.
Communify Champions understand philanthropy and community giving to be a central part
of good corporate citizenship. Our foundation members are committed to seeing the results of their giving in
a community that supports its most vulnerable and with an organisation that ensures each donation makes a
significant difference to someone’s life.
The members of Communify’s foundation join together to collectively support front line work in areas such as food
security, homelessness, refugee support, women’s shelter, and other emerging and unmet needs in our community.
Locally funded philanthropic initiatives can provide more holistic, long-term and flexible approaches that help to
develop community resilience and social cohesion.
Together Communify Champions can help to reach the most vulnerable people who live in our local neighbourhoods.

Choose to become a Communify Champion
	Your philanthropic contribution will directly support vulnerable people in your community
 	As a Champion you will invited to social events where you’ll meet other Members of our Foundation
and hear about the impact of your investment in social change
	Your contribution will be acknowledged (optional) through our extensive networks
	Your annual donation of $500 (individual) or $1,000 (organisation) is fully tax deductible

About Communify
Communify is an independent, profit-for-good organisation. Locally based and with neighbourhood centres across
the inner north of Brisbane, we meet local needs with local solutions.
Communify is committed to finding innovative ways to deliver services that respond to people’s changing
circumstances and to providing community members with affordable, flexible and genuine solutions to the
challenges that life can present.

Become a Champion of Communify
Name ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Organisation ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Email .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Organisational membership minimum contribution of $1,000 per annum
Individual membership minimum contribution of $500 per annum
OR
I’m interested in hearing more about the Communify Champions program, please keep me in the loop
Contact .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

communify.org.au

